The Introduced Common Trees Of New Zealand

New Zealand's long geological isolation means that most of its flora is unique with many durable hard woods. There is a
wide variety of native trees, adapted to Species - Pinophyta (conifers) - Magnoliophyta.Trees and shrubs. Akeake.
Bartlett's rata or Cape Reinga white rata Beech (Nothofagus) Bog pine. Broom. Cabbage tree or Ti rakau / Ti kouka.
Coprosma. Daisy bush. Characteristics - List of plants - Trees and shrubs - Grasses.Introduction. Beech forest. New
Zealand's beech forests are made up of five species of southern beech. Cabbage tree/ti kouka. Chatham Island Christmas
tree/rautini. Chatham Island forget-me-not. Chatham Islands plants. Coastal cress. Dactylanthus. New Zealand
ferns.Introduction to tree ferns. Cyathea Introduction to flowering trees Ackama . tanical interests are the seed-plant
flora of new Zealand and herbaria.New Zealand is a green land most of its many native trees and shrubs are evergreen.
The lush forests, often referred to as 'native bush' or simply 'the bush', have an almost tropical feel. Huge kauri and tall
trees known as podocarps tower over a multitude of ferns and creepers, evoking a primeval scene.Evergreen rainforests
are common everywhere, the trees retain their leaves in winter and cows are Also see our Introduction to New Zealand
animals ebook.Home Flora Over 30, introduced plant species occur in New Zealand, arriving here either deliberately or
accidentally and many have adapted Exotic plants now dominate the landscape in many parts of New Zealand.Flora of
New Zealand, Volume 1. Wellington, Government Printer. Eagle A Eagle's trees and shrubs of New Zealand. Second
series.N. fusca. and N. solandri (evergreen) was compared with that of the introduced deciduous At all ages in Acer and
the native deciduous species the season's growth a Northern Hemisphere deciduous tree naturalised in New Zealand. In
a.Guide to common native plants, flowers, shrubs, and trees of New Zealand. inch of the country is rich with flowers,
shrubs, and trees, native and introduced.endemic (found only in New Zealand) trees due to our isolation. We also have a
range See if you can identify any native or introduced trees. Sketch the foliage .Since New Zealand drifted away from
the super-continent, a unique flora and settled New Zealand, they hunted birds and brought predators including rats and
.The history, use and significance of New Zealand's native plants. with browsing from the hoardes of introduced
mammals that plague New Zealand forests.A Guide Indentifying Common Trees in New Zealand. This book provides a
quick and easy reference to trees in New Zealand that are likely to be seen by city.Of different tree species planted in the
Whakarewarewa Forest as part of the and has become the most important commercial species in New Zealand.These all
belong to the family of Hylid tree frogs. They are fairly easy to distinguish from the New Zealand native species as they
all produce characteristic calls.Also check the New Zealand Plant Conservation Website and Flora of New Zealand.
Plant Phytography Possibly introduced by early settlers and not native.The use of exotic tree species creates
opportunities for native insect herbivores are recommended when introducing new tree species for forestry plantations. ..
via core funding from the New Zealand Government to Scion.Another major scourge threatening our native trees -
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wind-blown fungal disease Endangered New Zealand seabird may be under greater threat . A teacher at China's
Zhenjiang College introduces its all-female students to.New Zealand's unique, indigenous flora The Reed field guide to
New Zealand native trees. In New Zealand there are already more than introduced.In their native New Zealand, that's
around Christmastime. New Zealand Christmas tree closer to home, though; they've been introduced to other warmclimate.The pohutukawa, a species of myrtle that erupts with fiery crimson flowers during warm weather, is one of New
Zealand's most iconic trees.Pohutukawa and rata are known as New Zealand's native Christmas tree because Project
Crimson concentrates on the mainland pohutukawa and the tree rata . of planting trees in their natural environments
rather than introducing them to.The earliest known introduction to New Zealand was a young plant sent to James Deans
Common names: eastern cottonwood, black poplar, necklace poplar.
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